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I believe the agony column — personal advertisements appearing 
the newspapers — as “a chorus of groans, cries, and bleatings.”



But I still peruse the column as well as other advertisements 
religiously, keeping them in special scrapbooks.



This habit will prove useful in our future adventures, such as 
“The Adventure of the Bruce-Partington Plans” and “The 

Adventure of the Red Circle,” where I will be able to follow 
communications between those involved in the case.



I will even place an advertisement to locate someone 
connected to a case, as in A Study in Scarlet, The Sign 
of Four, “The Naval Treaty,” “The Blue Carbuncle,” and 

“The Disappearance of Lady Frances Carfax.”



The earliest reference to an agony 
column appeared in 1853, but personal 

advertisements had already been 
appearing in The Times of London.



These usually sought missing 
relatives or friends or sent 

secret messages between lovers.



For us, these will represent sources 
of data, as well as a source of 

amusement, such as decoding the 
secret messages between lovers. 



So popular is the column and readers’ interest in deciphering and 
following these short missives, Alice Clay in 1881 will provide 

instructions on how to decode the messages in her collection and 
analysis of some that appeared from 1800-1870. 



She will note the early announcements appeared to be 
directed at matrimonial requests and quite supported 

the romantic notion of “love at first sight.” 



In 2020, puzzlers will try their hand at 
decoding using Jean Palmer’s 2008 collection 

The Agony Column Codes & Ciphers. 



Fair warning, this 
pastime could prove 

quite addictive…



By the mid-20th century, the agony column 
will become an advice column overseen by an 
“agony aunt,” although the roots of published 
letters from those seeking guidance could be 

traced back to John Dutton.



He allowed readers to seek 
guidance in letters which he 
published in his Athenian 

Gazette. 



After working for Dutton answering 
some of these requests, Daniel Defoe 
created his own publication, Review, 
and became its agony uncle in 1704. 



Women entered the advice world in 1740 
when Mrs. Eliza Haywood at the Female 

Spectator and Miss Frances Moore at the 
Old Maid added such columns to their 

publications, firmly establishing the column 
as advice from “agony aunts.” 



Despite the decline in newspaper readership 
in recent years, a need will still exist in the 
21st century for such advice, but requests 

will appear in blogs, online magazines, 
forums, Facebook, and other digital outlets. 



Those responding to questions about monetary, 
relationship, family, or other personal problems 
will note writers pursue such anonymous advice 
due to a lack of trusted family or friends with 

whom sensitive information can be shared. 



The agony aunt or uncle will still see their 
role as acknowledging the correspondent’s 
story, provide feedback and sharing other 

sources of help, where needed.



For those seeking 
companionship rather than 

advice, personal advertisements 
will exist in the 2020s. 



Often referred to as “lonely hearts 
columns,” these will provide an avenue for 
those seeking a relationship to provide a 
description of themselves as well as their 

preferences for a companion. 



And given limited space with which to do so, a code will 
be developed — just as with the personal messages in 
the agony column — identifying relationship status, 

ethnicity or nationality, and gender.



With the advent of very private digital 
communications, the agony column as a 

means for not-so-secret messaging between 
lovers will have gone by the wayside. 



As recent agony aunts will 
note, the need for advice 

still exists as does a 
means for meeting others.



You would most likely find such columns 
even more full of “groans, cries, and 

bleatings” than in 1902, but still a means 
to keep a finger on society’s pulse. 



Yes, but we’ll be back 
with another topic 

soon…
So we have completed 
topic 98 in our series… 
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